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Casual Fling
Marvel
EVERY TOWN
HAS ITS

SECRETS In
Savage Lane,
Jason Starr has
crafted a searing
tale of suspense
that proves the
adage: Love thy
neighbor, but
don’t pull down
your hedge.
Karen Daily,
recently divorced,

lives with her two
kids in a quaint
suburb of New
York City. She’s
teaching at a
nearby
elementary
school, starting to
date again, and for
the first time in
years has found
joy in her life.
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Mark Berman,
Karen’s friend
and neighbor,
wants out of his
unhappy marriage,
and so does his
wife, Deb, but
they have stayed
together for the
sake of their
children.
Unbeknownst to
Karen, while
Mark’s marriage
has deteriorated
his obsession with
her has grown.
And as Mark’s
rich fantasy life
takes on a more
sinister edge,
rumors begin to
spread about
Karen and a
bigger secret is
uncovered. And
soon Karen finds
that Mark is not
the only one who
has taken an
undesired interest
in her… Jason
Starr is one of our

most accomplished
writers of the
darkness that lies
within the human
heart, and Savage
Lane is his most
riveting and
intimate novel
yet—a dark,
domestic thriller
and an honest,
searing satire of a
declining
marriage,
suburban life, and
obsessive love.
Cold Caller Random
House Incorporated
The Thrilling New
Chapter in
International
Bestselling Author
Jason Starr's THE
PACK SeriesSimon
Burns has a big
secret.And it may
cost him his life.Mild-
mannered stay-at-
home dad Simon
Burns has undergone
a life-changing
transformation--after
being indoctrinated

into "the pack," he has
become a
werewolf.For the
moment, Simon's
lying secret seems
safe. But NYPD
homicide detective
Geri Rodriguez has
not forgotten about
the mysterious wolf-
like murders that
remain unsolved, and
when she hears that
one of the witnesses,
Diane Coles, was
brutally murdered
outside her parents'
home in Michigan,
she resumes her
investigation.Simon
wants to stay away
from the pack, but
when Detective
Rodriguez closes in
on the truth, Simon's
drawn into a deadly
battle.PRAISE FOR
JASON STARR'S
THE PACK
series:"You can't
anticipate what
happens." --Charlaine
Harris, #1 New York
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Times Bestselling
Author of True
Blood"A seductive
adventure." --Yahoo!
Shine"Guys night out
takes a droll new
meaning." --The New
York Times Book
Review (summer
pick)"Starr succeeds
in keeping readers at
the edge of their
seats." - Library
Journal (Starred
Review) WWW.JAS
ONSTARR.COM
@JasonStarrBooks
Super Indian
Volume One
Citadel
Press
It's
summertime
in New York,
but a
'chill' has
settled over
the city-- a
serial
killer is on

the loose,
and the
ritualized
murders are
becoming
increasingly
sadistic.
The NYPD and
the FBI have
a suspect: a
gorgeous
young woman
named
Arlana. The
only problem
is that
every
witness
provides a
different
description
of her. None
of this
makes any
sense to
anyone
except
Martin

Cleary, a
beaten-down
Irish cop
from Boston
with a
whopper of a
secret in
his past-- a
past that
may go back
a century or
two--" -- p.
[4] of
cover.
The Unquiet Bones
Marvel
Entertainment
GOTHAM is an
American crime-
drama television
series from Warner
Bros. Television
developed by Bruno
Heller, based on the
characters from DC
Comics in their
Batman mythology -
centering on a
young Bruce
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Wayne, then-
detective James
Gordon, Alfred
Pennyworth, a pre-
Catwoman Selina
Kyle, as well as a
rogues gallery of
burgeoning villains
before they became
known as the
Penguin, the Riddler,
the Scarecrow, Two-
Face and more.
Gotham: City of
Monsters Titan
Books (US, CA)
PunisherMAX
returns for
another round as
talented creators
including JASON
LATOUR (BPRD,
Loose Ends) and
award-winning
crime novelist
JASON STARR
bring their unique
visions to the
gritty MAX world
of Frank Castle! A

massive debt, a
gun with
untraceable
bullets, and one
unthinkable
choice. Whose
side will the
Punisher take?
Frank gets
involved in the
most twisted
encounter ever.
COLLECTING:
UNTOLD TALES
OF PUNISHER
MAX 1-4
The Jungle Book
Sourcebooks, Inc.
Mickey Prada's a
nice kid. He works
in a neighborhood
seafood market in
Brooklyn putting
fish on ice. He’s
got a nice girlfriend.
He even delayed
college a year, to
help his sick dad.
But Mickey’s got a
problem. A
customer at the fish

store, Angelo
Santoro, keeps
asking Mickey to
place bets for him
and Angelo keeps
losing. As Angelo
gets further in the
hole, his bad luck is
turning out to be
Mickey’s too. Now
Mickey’s got his
bookie after him
and Angelo’s
showing him the
butt of his pistol
rather than paying
him back. So when
his best friend,
Chris, asks Mickey
to join him on a
can’t-lose caper,
Mickey decides to
go along. But,
surefire schemes
often have a way of
backfiring, and this
one is sending
Mickey into an
uncharted part of
Brooklyn, where fish
like Chris and
Mickey have trouble
just staying alive.
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Fugitive Red
American
Mathematical Soc.
Love on the
Internet gone
wrong Reminiscent
of Nick and Amy in
Gone Girl, Jack
and Maria have a
tortuous history.
Currently, they live
in a claustrophobic
Manhattan
apartment with their
eight-year-old son,
Jonah. Jack has
quit booze, but his
music career ended
abruptly, and he
isn’t doing much
better as a real
estate agent.
Maria’s doing well
at her corporate
job, but she travels
frequently. While
they both love their
son, they don’t
seem to have much
else in common
and their sex life is
nonexistent. When
a former band

member tells Jack
about a new
extramarital dating
app called Discreet
Hookups, Jack
quickly meets
Sophia, who goes
by the online name
Fugitive Red. Jack
and Sophia hit it off
and have a steamy
online affair. When
Jack agrees to
rendezvous with
Sophia at her
townhouse, he
discovers her
dead—strangled by a
red necktie.
Immediately, Jack
becomes a person
of interest in the
murder. Convinced
that Sophia’s
husband is the
killer, Jack sets out
to prove his
innocence and save
his marriage.
Instead, he leaves a
trail of dead bodies
in his wake, and the
police close in on

him. Worse, he
discovers that he
has been the victim
of a sinister scheme
that may cost him
his life.
Ant Man
Independently
Published
In New York City's
work hard, play
harder singles
scene, a young
woman looking for
love can find
herself the object of
a deadly
obsession. With
each meaningless
date and
disappointing new
boyfriend, Katie
Porter is becoming
more and more
disillusioned. No
matter how wide a
net she casts she
can't seem to find a
guy who really
understands her.
But someone thinks
she's special — very
special. And he's
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following her... But
it's not her
boyfriend, Andy.
The frat-boy who
never grew up is too
busy working out
how far Katie will go
and if her friends
are hot, to stop and
think whether
Katie's 'the one'. But
someone's already
decided she is —
and he's watching
her. Peter sees
Katie at the gym.
He sees her at the
coffee bar she stops
at on the way to
work. In fact, he
sees her almost
everywhere, as he
quietly follows her.
But most of all, he
sees her in his
plans for the future.
He's got the
proposal worked
out, he's even got
the ring and their
happy home
already bought.
After all, he's had

enough time to plan
things to perfection
— he grew up in the
same small town.
Surely, after all
these years, he
can't let anything
stand in his way.
The Hate U Give
Polis Books
The
PackPenguin
Red Border #1
The Pack
Fans of the hit TV
show Heroes will
love Quantum
Prophecy! Ten
years ago, all the
superhumans
vanished. No one
knows what
happened to
them--until now.
Thirteen-year-olds
Danny and Colin
are shocked to
discover that they
are in fact the
beginning of a

renewed
superhuman race.
As they rise to
take the place of
the lost
generation, the
unimaginable truth
behind the
explosive final
battle that
occurred ten years
ago between the
superheroes and
the supervillains is
exposed. And
when the past
resurfaces, Danny
and his fellow
superheroes must
face the new
challenges that
threaten their
survival. On the
run from
everyone, and not
knowing who is
friend or foe, the
one ability the new
heroes are going
to need most is
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the power to
distinguish good
from evil.
A Celebration of
Algebraic
Geometry
Reagan Arthur
Books
The sociologist
Daniel Bell was
an uncommonly
acute observer of
the structural
forces
transforming the
United States and
other advanced
societies in the
twentieth century.
The titles of Bell’s
major books—The
End of Ideology
(1960), The
Coming of Post-
Industrial Society
(1973), and The
Cultural
Contradictions of
Capitalism
(1976)—became

hotly debated
frameworks for
understanding the
era when they
were published. In
Defining the Age,
Paul Starr and
Julian E. Zelizer
bring together a
group of
distinguished
contributors to
consider how well
Bell’s ideas
captured their
historical moment
and continue to
provide profound
insights into
today’s world.
Wide-ranging
essays
demonstrate how
Bell’s writing has
informed thinking
about subjects
such as the history
of socialism, the
roots of the radical
right, the emerging

postindustrial
society, and the
role of the
university. The
book also
examines Bell’s
intellectual
trajectory and
distinctive political
stance. Calling
himself “a socialist
in economics, a
liberal in politics,
and a
conservative in
culture,” he
resisted being
pigeon-holed,
especially as a
neoconservative.
Defining the Age
features essays
from historians
Jenny Andersson,
David A. Bell,
Michael Kazin,
and Margaret
O’Mara;
sociologist Steven
Brint; media
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scholar Fred
Turner; and
political theorists
Jan-Werner Müller
and Stefan Eich.
While differing in
their judgments,
they agree on one
premise: Bell’s
ideas deserve the
kind of nuanced
and serious
attention that they
finally receive in
this book.
The Max Titan
Books (US, CA)
Jennifer Ryan has
the perfect life. A
loving family. A
high paying job in
corporate law. A
luxurious apartment
in upper
Manhattan. Then
one day she steps
out of her
marriage...and
finds that her new
lover isn’t the one
night stand she

expected. Stalked
and threatened with
exposure, Jennifer
attempts to unravel
the true identity of
her tormentor,
discovering
valuable clues in
the trail of
destruction left in
this mysterious
man’s wake.
The Pack
Underlined
WARNING!
THIS MAY BE
THE MOST
SHOCKING
BOOK YOU
EVER READ!
Max Fisher used
to run a
computer
company;
Angela Petrakos
was his assistant
and mistress.
But that was last
year. Now Max
is reinventing

himself as a hip-
hop crack dealer
and Angela’s
back in Ireland,
hooking up with
a would-be
record-setter…in
the field of serial
killing. Will their
paths cross
again? What do
you think? From
the evil geniuses
who brought you
Bust comes a
roller-coaster
ride of suspense,
mayhem and
vicious fun that’ll
make you
reluctant ever to
open your mail
again. Don’t say
we didn’t warn
you.
Even If We Break
Lion Fiction
In the aftermath of
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a plane crash that
wiped his memory,
Wolverine
investigates his own
past and
contemplates his
romance with
Mariko Yahsida and
his relationship with
Victor Creed.
The Chill Rowman
& Littlefield
A bold and original
YA graphic novel
about one teen’s
battle to
understand her
mental illness—and
find her creative
genius Sometimes,
the world is too
much for Mona
Starr. She’s sweet,
geeky, and
creative, but it’s
hard for her to
make friends and
connect with other
people, and her
depression seems
to take on a vivid,
concrete form. She
calls it her Matter.

The Matter seems to
be everywhere,
telling Mona she’s
not good enough
and that everyone
around her wishes
she’d go away. But
with therapy, art,
writing, and the
persistence of a few
good friends, Mona
starts to understand
her Matter and how
she can turn her
fears into strengths.
Heartfelt,
emotionally
vulnerable, and
visually stunning,
The Dark Matter of
Mona Starris a story
about battling your
inner doubts and
fears—and finding
your creative
genius.
Untold Tales of
Punisher Max
Upshot
A paranoid thriller
in the mind-bending
tradition of Philip K.
Dick and The

Twilight Zone, THE
NEXT TIME I DIE
will draw you into its
claustrophobic web
of suspense and
leave you
questioning
everything you think
you know. DYING
WAS ONLY THE
BEGINNING.
Steven Blitz didn’t
think about his own
safety when he saw
the man trying to
force a woman into
his car. He stepped
in to defend her,
and got a knife to
the gut for his
troubles. But when
he wakes up in the
hospital from what
should have been a
fatal wound, he
finds the whole
world changed – a
different president
in the White House,
a loving family when
he’d been on the
verge of divorce,
more money in the
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bank than he’s ever
seen. There’s a
dark side, though: in
this world, Steven
Blitz is not a good
man. And now he’s
got to get himself
out of serious
trouble without even
knowing what it is
he’s done wrong.
“Jason Starr is the
first writer of his
generation to
convincingly update
the modern crime
novel by giving it
provocative new
spins.” —Bret
Easton Ellis
I Think I Love You
FSG Originals
A YA contemporary
rom com about two
girls who start as
rivals but after a
twist of events, end
up falling for one
another--at least
they think so. A
pitch perfect queer
romance! Arch-
nemeses Emma, a

die-hard romantic,
and more-practical
minded Sophia find
themselves
competing against
one another for a
coveted first-prize
trip to a film festival
in Los Angeles . . .
what happens if
their rivalry turns
into a romance? For
fans of Becky
Albertalli's Leah on
the Offbeat, full of
laugh-out-loud
humor and make-
your-heart-melt
moments.
Underlined is a line
of totally addictive
romance, thriller,
and horror titles
coming to you fast
and furious each
month. Enjoy
everything you want
to read the way you
want to read it.
Savage Lane
Oxford University
Press
Thirteen-year-old

Lucky Linderhoff
offers a candid
account of how she
was seduced by her
mother's husband,
Roger Fishbite, at
the age of eleven,
during a hectic
odyssey of motels,
in a arresting new
novel by the author
of Clea and Zeus
Divorce. 15,000 first
printing.
Twisted City
Vertigo
A young Mexican
couple narrowly
escapes the Juarez
Cartel by fleeing
across the border
into Texas, only to
be run down in the
desert by the
Cartel's most brutal
thugs. Rescued by
a mysterious local
who takes them to
the safety of his
family's ranch, the c
Crimes in Southern
Indiana AWA
Studios
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MAX AND ANGELA
ARE GOING
DOWN! When last
we saw Max Fisher
and Angela
Petrakos, Max was
being arrested by
the NYPD for drug
trafficking and
Angela was fleeing
the country in the
wake of a brutal
murder. Now both
are headed for eye-
opening encounters
with the law – Max
in the cell blocks of
Attica, Angela in a
quaint little prison
on the Greek island
of Lesbos…
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